JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. Chiara of Montefalco died in the small Umbrian monastery of which she had been the abbess. Her fellow nuns did not take any steps to preserve her body. Nonetheless, for five days it remained uncorrupted and redolent of the odor of sanctity, despite the blazing summer heat. At that pointnot wanting to tempt fate further-the community decided to embalm the precious relic. In the words of Sister Francesca ofMontefalco, testifying some years later at Chiara's unsuccessful canonization procedure, "They agreed that [her] body should be preserved on account of her holiness and because God took such pleasure in her body and her heart. "I They sent to the town apothecary for "balsam and myrrh and other preservatives," as the apothecary himself testified,2 and they proceeded to the next step in contemporary embalming practice, which was evisceration. [I] RENAISSANCE QUARTERLY hand, as they had decided. And they took out the entrails and put the heart away in a box, and they buried the entrails in the oratory that evening. On the following evening, after vespers or thereabouts, the said Francesca, Margarita and Lucia and Caterina went to get the heart, which was in the box, as they later told the other nuns. And the said Francesca of Foligno cut open the heart with her own hand, and opening it they found in the heart a cross, or the image of the crucified Christ." Over the course of the next two days, Francesca of Foligno and her fellow nuns cut into the heart yet again, finding even more miraculous marks of Chiara's sanctity, all formed of flesh: the crown of thorns, the whip and column, the rod and sponge, and tiny nails. Encouraged by these signs, they examined the other organs, which they had disinterred from the oratory, and discovered-again in the words of Francesca of Montefalco-that "inside Chiara's gall bladder. . . there were three things that seemed to be round, so that they could not relax or rest until they knew what they could be.
5 Vita beatae Margaritae, 27. The embalming was done by two surgeons at the request of the municipal government.
6Pouchelle, I990, 82; see also 70 and in general ch. 5. Pouchelle cites as evidence the poor reputation of Nero, who was supposed to have had his mother killed and opened in order to see the womb that bore him-although it is hardly necessary to invoke a taboo against dissection in order to understand medieval reservations concerning his behavior.
7Idem; see also Harcourt and esp. Sawday, both evidently influenced by Foucault, pt. I, and Barker. Similar ideas appear in an English context, to which they appear considerably more appropriate, in Richardson, ch. I.
The myth of medieval resistance to dissection is an old one, and like the flat-earth myth with which it is often associated, it has proved protean and apparently impossible to kill. Its late twentiethcentury incarnation is especially vivid and attractive, invoking the traditional schism between medieval religiosity and the scientific rationalism of the Renaissance (here given a novel negative twist) while also mobilizing our liberal sympathies concerning capital and corporal punishment. It is also, like its more triumphalist predecessors, partial and distorted, imposing a false unity on the long millennium between Augustine and Vesalius and ascribing to the people of that period modern anxieties and a modern sensibility essentially alien to their own. The true situation, as it turns out, was considerably more complicated. From at least the early twelfth century, opening the body was a common funerary practice, as the examples of Chiara of Montefalco and Margarita of Citta di Castello indicate. Over the course of the fourteenth century, it also established itself in Italian medicine as not only tolerated but frequently requested on the part of individuals and their families. Not until the mid-sixteenth century do we begin to see persistent hints of a new popular suspicion concerning dissection. I will argue that this suspicion was not rooted in age-old taboos; rather, it grew out of dramatic new anatomical practices widely perceived as violating not the sanctity of the body, in the first instance, but the personal and familial honor expressed in contemporary funerary ritual. And it was reinforced by new, and not unwarranted, fears that anatomists themselves occasionally acted as executioners.
OPENING THE BODY: AUTOPSY AND

DISSECTION
BEFORE I500
The first recorded case in Italy of a human body being opened for inspection dates from 1286. In that year, according to the chronicler Salimbene, "there was in Cremona, Piacenza, Parma, Reggio, and many other Italian cities and bishoprics, a great mortality among both humans and hens. And in Cremona, one woman lost forty-eight hens in a very short time. A certain physician had some of the [hens] opened and found [that] . . . there was a vesicular aposteme on the tip of each hen's heart. He also had a dead man opened and found the same thing," a coincidence so suggestive that it moved a Venetian physician to issue a bulletin warning against the dangers of eating chicken and eggs.8
The practice of autopsy to determine the cause of death was quickly transferred from a public health to a forensic context in Bologna, which boasted the most advanced medical and legal faculties of the day. From the mid-thirteenth century the commune of Bologna, like several other north Italian cities, had appointed a pool of well respected local doctors who could be called on to testify in trials involving assault and suspected murder. Initially they worked from external inspection, but by shortly after 1300 we find them performing autopsies on victims in order to look for hidden and internal causes of death, most commonly when poison was sus- postmortems-procedures carried out on a corpse to gain information about the physical state of a particular individual. In the cases of Chiara and Margarita the concern was simply extended to their spiritual state. By the middle of the thirteenth century, in fact, it was widely assumed that the saint's body differed from that of other people, in the way that the victim of plague or poisoning was recognizable by certain unmistakable signs. These differences were not confined to incorruptibility and the odor of sanctity but also included external and internal marks, such as stigmata and the alien structures found in Chiara's and Margarita's hearts. 12 Postmortems of this sort did not destroy the contours of the body. Thus they were fully compatible with contemporary Italian funerary practices, whether these involved embalming the corpse or immediately transporting it to church for burial, wrapped in the traditional pall. They appear in fact to have grown out of the increasingly common practice of embalming, which, as we saw in the cases of Chiara and Margarita, normally involved evisceration and was used to preserve the bodies of saints, of people who had died some distance from their chosen place of burial, and of notables whose funerals might take some time to organize and prepare. The task of preparing the body--one early chronicler even called it an "anatomy"I3-was often left up to the attending doctor, though cooks and confessors might also serve, and we know of several instances prior to the late thirteenth century in which this provided (apparently incidentally) the occasion for judgments regarding pathology and cause of death. I4 In order to judge the nature and significance of individual anatomical and physiological differences, doctors had to have some idea of human norms. Thus, it makes sense that contemporary with the appearance of formal autopsies in the years around 1300 we find the first evidence of a different but related practice-dissections aiming to illustrate and explicate those norms. These were designed to accompany the teaching of medicine and associated with the reformed medical curriculum put into place at the university of Bologna by the circle around Taddeo Alderotti. It is unclear whether the first dissections preceded or followed the first forensic postmortems. Although Taddeo was probably dissecting cadavers a decade before the postmortem of Azzolino in 1302, the first unambiguous account of such a dissection refers to 13 I6 and appears in the influential anatomy textbook of his student Mondino de' Liuzzi. I5 Certainly the two developments were closely related; thus, one of physicians who autopsied Azzolino's cadaver, Bartolomeo da Varignana, also taught medicine with Taddeo at Bologna.I6
The earliest dissections seem to have taken place in private houses (as did other forms of teaching) and were probably relatively informal, involving only the master and a small group of disciples. They are for that reason relatively difficult to document. To my knowledge, only one such case (presumably quite atypical) made its way into the public record. In 1319 four students of Master Alberto of Bologna were prosecuted for robbing a grave and bringing the corpse to the house where he lectured "so that the said Master Albert could teach them to see what is to be seen in the human body."I7 The practice of dissection seems to have been codified quite quickly, however-partly doubtless to avoid such episodesin the form of the regular, university-sponsored anatomy. As described by Mondino, these four-day exhibitions took place once or twice a year and were performed on the bodies of condemned criminals, both male and female, supplied to the medical faculty by the podesta.
The anatomy differed in purpose and completeness from the civil or forensic postmortem. Rather than explaining the spiritual or physical state of a single individual, it aimed to illustrate to medical students general anatomical and physiological principles. And this done, and it was found that her womb was so calcified that it could not be cut with a razor."21 Bartolomea's story was typical; a patrician who could afford the best in medical care, she requested her own postmortem. In many such cases, in fact, the initiative came from the patient or his or her family, and the reason most commonly invoked was the fear of hereditary disease. When people, particularly mothers, died of mysterious and incurable illness, they or their families frequently worried that the same disease might strike their children or siblings, and they hoped that autopsies would provide their family doctors with all possible information concerning prevention and cure.
A Gir6ssi sul letuccio e di qui se fecie portare ne' letto, ramarichandosi sempre grandemente del chuore. E per molti ripari vi si facessino per donne e per medici nulla govb. Che circha a hora 23 fini. Fecy aprire il chorpo e infra li altri vi fu a vederllo maestro Lodovico, e disse mi poi aver trovato la matricie piena di sangue putrafatto, e che questo la fecie perire. E apresso che avea il feghato molto ghuasto e simile il polmone, e che gia il polmone si era cominciato a picchare alle reny. E che se non periva di questo male sarebbe chaduta nel tixiccho." This is not to say that thirteenth-and fourteenth-century Italians had no interest or investment in the fate of the physical body after death-merely that this seems on the whole to have been a less charged issue in Italy than in northern Europe, both in theory and in practice.30 Unlike their northern counterparts, Italian nobles and princes did not typically make elaborate provisions for their corpses; they neither stipulated that they be dismembered for interment in several separate sites, nor did they request heroic measures of preservation-evisceration, sealing in animal hides, boiling -to allow their bodies to be transported long distances for burial.3 Italian embalming techniques usually aimed only to preserve the corpse for a few days to allow for the organization of the funeral, and only candidates for sainthood such as Chiara or Thomas Aquinas had their bodies divided, in order to diffuse their magical powers over as wide a territory as possible. Similarly, the debates over bodily integrity that so exercised northern canonists and theologians seem to have found few echoes among Italian writers. 32 
II
If there were no obvious taboos surrounding opening the body, then, how can we explain the often cited fact that formal university anatomies were typically performed on the corpses of condemned criminals? Does the practice indicate a punitive intent? Here I think the answer is complicated and hinges on the universal stipulation that the criminal be of foreign birth and preferably of low degree. In the words of the anatomist Alessandro Benedetti, writing in 1497, "By law only unknown and ignoble bodies can be sought for dissection, from distant regions without injury to neighbors and relatives."34 I would argue that these people were dissected in the first instance qua poor foreigners rather than qua criminals, as is clear from the mid-fifteenth-century statutes of the university of Bologna, which required only that the cadaver belong to a person who came from at least 30 miles away.35 This hypothesis gains further support from the fact that hospital patients were the next major group to come under the dissector's knife, as we will shortly see. Like hospital patients, foreign criminals had no relatives nearby with an investment in a conventional and honorable funeral and usually no money to guarantee one for themselves.
In other words, these people risked dissection because they were marginal members of society, but they were marginal on account of their poverty and geographical origin as much or more than their judicial status. The latter merely provided ajurisdictionally tidy solution to the problem of supplying medical faculties with cadavers, since the rector of the university, who oversaw dissections, and the podesta, who oversaw executions, were both municipal officials. There was indeed a stigma associated with public dissection-"may God preserve us from such a fate," wrote one early fifteenthcentury doctor36 -but this did not arise from the opening of the body per se, as is clear from the widespread private practice of autopsy and embalming. It lay rather in the dramatic violation of personal and family honor involved in public dissection, as Benedetti's reference to relatives and neighbors implies. Not only was public 34Benedetti, fol. Iov; trans. in Lind, 83. See in general Martinotti, 50; Ciasca, 280; Nardi, 242. Thus, the 1388 statute of the university of Florence required the dissectee to be "captiva progenie, paucorum amicorum, et propinquorum" (Gherardi, 74 dismemberment the dramatic penalty for particularly loathsome crimes, but dissection required lengthy public exposure of the naked body (also used as a humiliating punishment). This gave the anatomization of female subjects a particular charge in a society that associated female honor with chastity and avoidance of the public eye.37 Furthermore, dissection compromised the identifiability and hence also the personal identity of the corpse, symbolized by its exposed face, and forced alterations in the ritual of the funeral, which played such an important part in family honor and prestige.38
The importance of funerary ritual appears clearly in the university and municipal statutes and records concerning dissection. In Florence, for example, students attending a dissection were required to pay five lire for "having the cadaver brought to the church after the anatomy, and having it buried, and celebrating an office for its soul,"39 while the books of the Otto di Guardia, the police magistracy that supplied criminal bodies to the university, scrupulously noted that these were to receive a proper funeral.40 Faced in the middle of the fifteenth century with a shortage of foreign criminal cadavers for their public dissections, the Venetian college of doctors and surgeons required students attending the dissection not only to pay for but also to attend the subsequent funeral in hopes of encouraging local families to offer their dead for dissection. ti It would be interesting to know if anyone agreed.
THE ANATOMICAL RENAISSANCE
As this last provision suggests, the supply of cadavers for public dissection was sharply limited. Executions were rarer in fifteenthcentury Italian cities than we often imagine-Florence averaged between six and seven a year, for example--and only a very small proportion of executed criminals fit the criteria established by the university and guild: foreigners of low birth hanged during the winter months. (In the days before refrigeration summer dissections were unusual, for obvious reasons.)42 Nonetheless, the problem of supply did not appear critical, thanks largely to the limited demand for cadavers. Anatomy in this period was a static discipline, and dissections had a pedagogical end. It was widely acknowledged that "no one can be a good or fully trained doctor unless he is familiar with the anatomy of the human body," in the words of the 1388 statute of the University of Florence,43 but there was little sense of anatomy as an arena for research. In this sense, dissections functioned rather like an extension of anatomical illustration. Their goal was not to add to the existing body of knowledge concerning human anatomy and physiology but to help students and doctors understand and remember the texts in which that knowledge was enclosed.44
The situation changed dramatically in the years around 1490 with a remarkable flowering of interest in anatomy as a problem notjust of teaching but also of research. This enthusiasm for anatomy was not confined to doctors but swept up contemporary artists and other laymen, as is well known. Some artists began to perform their own dissections,45 while prominent citizens became a fixture at university anatomies, which later in the sixteenth century developed into theatrical events attracting an enthusiastic and often raucous crowd. The reasons for this change are complicated. They include the revival of antique art, with its interest in naturalism; the new enthusiasm of humanist doctors and scholars for the works of the Greek medical writer Galen of Pergamon, whose lost treatise on anatomy was recovered at exactly this time; and as we move into the sixteenth century the increasing availability of printed and il42Figures based on the first fifty years (1420-69) of records kept by the confraternity of Santa Maria della Croce al Tempio. Of the 3 3 people executed during that period, fewer than a fifth were foreigners and only ten were women. See Biblioteca Nazionale Here, however, I want to focus not on the causes of this renewed interest in anatomy but its effects. The size of the audience increased dramatically in formal university dissections, which now began to assume a truly public character. The 1405 statutes of the University of Bologna allowed no more than twenty students at the anatomy of a male cadaver and thirty at that of a female. In his Commentaries on Mondino (152I), in contrast, Jacopo Berengario da Carpi claimed to have demonstrated the placenta of a hanged woman to "almost five hundred students at the university of Bologna, together with many citizens."47 These larger audiences could no longer be accommodated in private houses but required more spacious quarters: temporary structures of seats and risers set up in the interiors of churches, for example, and later in the sixteenth century, permanent anatomy theaters.48 As part of the same process, the demand for dissectable bodies quickly escalated beyond the meager but regular trickle supplied by the local gallows and families (if any) swayed by the prospect of a free funeral. We can get some sense of the numbers involved when we consider that the fifteenth-century medical professor Bartolomeo da Montagnana wrote with considerable authority, having opened at least fourteen bodies. Only by dint of such varied and repeated observations could the anatomist truly come to understand the divine craftsmanship with which the human body had been created. But how were all of these bodies to be obtained? The most obvious source for doctors was of course postmortems, and there is considerable evidence that they began increasingly to recommend these to their patients' families, even when the family was itself satisfied as to the cause of death, as we already saw in the case of Antonio Benivieni.s3 But few doctors had practices large enough to generate vast numbers of corpses, and this was obviously not an option for artists at all. Thus, they looked more and more to the other traditional source of cadavers: poor foreigners and others without families nearby to worry about their funerary rites. Only a very few of these ended up on the gallows; far more died in local hospitals, many of which were founded as charitable institutions to serve precisely this group of people. Beginning in the I48os there is increasing evidence of this new source of supply. Thus, we find Leonardo da Vinci working with cadavers obtained from hospitals in Florence, Rome, and apparently Milan.s4 In Venice, similarly, the anatomist Niccolo Massa had an ongoing relationship in the 1520S and I530s with the Hospital of Saints Peter and Paul, which had also become the site of the annual dissection sponsored by the Venetian College of Surgeons, and he managed on one occasion to convince the surgeon employed by a local monastery to convey to him the body of one of his patients there, "a stranger passing through town on a pilgrimage."ss In time, however, even the hospitals proved inadequate to the task. They could not meet Berengario's need for fetuses, for example, and he was reduced to buying them clandestinely from local midwives. 56 But it is only in the next generation that anatomists began to rely heavily on unofficial or extralegal sources of supply. This shift is already evident in Massa's Introductory Book of Anatomy (1536) where he discussed cranial sutures on the basis of "the heads of dead people in cemeteries."57 Massa's skulls probably came not from private graves but from ossuaries where the bones of those long dead were stored after being exhumed to provide more space in the crowded urban burial grounds. Some of his colleagues, however, were less discrete. Grave-robbing was not a new phenomenon; we have already come across the early fourteenth-century case of the students of Master Alberto of Bologna, while the university statutes from 1405 refer vaguely to "quarrels and rumors .. in finding or searching for bodies."s8 But the lack of surviving documentation suggests that such cases were rare. Furthermore, the grave violated by Master Alberto's students had not been chosen at random: hanged the previous day, its occupant belonged to the class of condemned criminals earmarked as appropriate anatomical subjects. In the early days of dissection, respectable citizens, however scandalized by the sacrilege involved, could still count themselves safe from a similar fate. With the increasing currency of dissection, this was no longer clear. In Bologna, according to Lodovico Frati, students attempted to remove corpses awaiting burial from private houses while Alfonso Corradi says that in Padua they also assaulted funeral processions. 9 But Vesalius marks the real turning point. One of the most though from strangulation of the uterus or some quickly devastating ailment, and was snatched from her tomb by the Paduan students and carried off for public dissection. By their remarkable industry they flayed the whole skin from the cadaver lest it be recognized by the monk who, with the relatives of his mistress, had complained to the municipal judge that the body had been stolen from its tomb. "6I It was this sort of practice that inspired a Venetian law from I550 that punished grave-robbing, which it associated with the growth of private dissection, by heavy fines.62
It is not until the middle of the sixteenth century, in other words, that we begin to find clear signs of persistent public concern regarding anatomical practice in Italy, and even then this concern coexisted with well documented popular enthusiasm for the spectacle of dissection. 63 The reservations of Italian city dwellers, unlike their English counterparts, concerned not dissection in general but the specific prospect that they or their loved ones might come under the anatomist's knife. Initially these reservations focused on traditional issues: funerary ritual and family honor-hence Vesalius's own decision to delete from the revised edition of the Fabrica (I 5 5 5) some of the more lurid passages concerning his quest for cadavers.64 There is no evidence to support these particular allegations. Nonetheless, the accusations are not completely preposterous. It was not unknown for the hanged to revive (in which case they went free, presumably on the principle of double jeopardy); Antonio Benivieni recorded an incident of this sort.67 More to the point, Berengario emphasized the importance of vivisection while noting that this was only incidentally practiced by doctors suturing wounds, lancing boils, trepanning skulls, and performing other surgical operations.68 Vesalius included an even more striking and suggestive observation in his discussion of moisture in the cardiac membranes, which, inconveniently for the anatomist, dissipates shortly after death. "Eager to see this water," as he put it, he opened the body of a man who had just died in an accident and took out what he described as "the still pulsing heart."69 Thus, the rumors concerning human vivisection are themselves telling, even as rumors, reflecting what was seen as (and may well have been) the dangerous and unseemly haste with which sixteenth-century anatomists appropriated fresh cadavers for dissection. These anxieties were not confined to the uninitiated, and they merged with the increasing fear of being buried alive. One of the growing number of Italian testators to specify an unaccustomed waiting period between death and interment was the anatomist Niccolo Massa, who-drawing perhaps on personal experienceasked to be left unburied for two days "to avoid any mistake."70 Whether or not the sixteenth-century anatomical hunger for cadavers actually put the living at risk, it certainly forged unprecedented links between anatomists and the administrators of criminal justice. Sometimes anatomists' enthusiasm for corpses, no matter what their provenance, served the interests of criminals. In 1518, for example, Caterina di Lorenzo was hanged in Rome after killing a man and handing his body over for dissection, in an apparently novel attempt to dispose of the corpse.7I More often anatomists collaborated with the judges in concrete and sometimes disturbing ways. In his Letter on the China Root (1546) Vesalius lamented the burden of negotiating with judges concerning time and mode of execution,72 and there are clear indications that anatomists sometimes eliminated the middleman by carrying out capital sentences themselves. Alessandro Benedetti noted in his History of the Human Body (1497) that "those who live in prison have sometimes asked to be handed over to the colleges of physicians rather than to be killed by the hand of the public executioner," adding that "cadavers of this kind cannot be obtained except by papal consent. "73 Fifty years later Falloppia offered an even more explicit recollection: "The Grand Duke of Tuscany ordered a man to be given over to us, for us to kill as we wished and then dissect. I gave him two drams of opium, but he suffered from quartan fever, and its crisis halted the effect of the drug. The man, exulting, asked that we give him a second dose, so that if he did not die, we would intercede for a pardon with the duke. I gave him another two drams of opium, and he died. "74 There is no evidence here that dissection itself, at least in this period, was considered part of the criminal's penalty-a way, as it became in England, of intensifying the ultimate sentence. There is in fact considerable evidence for the continuing association of the criminal and the saintly body in Renaissance Italy. Both saint and criminal were exemplary figures, models of all that was to be emulated or shunned. The deeds of both were assumed to be supernaturally inspired, whether by God or the devil, and their bodies were sites of special power. As anatomists themselves demonstrated, the criminal's body, like the saint's, could differ physically from that of other people. Benivieni autopsied a notorious thief and found his heart covered with hair, while Realdo Colombo described the extra rib and swollen uterine veins of a notorious "demoniac" and infanticide.88 Some of these deviations could be explained by medical principles-Benivieni attributed the thief's hairy heart to an unusually hot complexion-but others smacked clearly of the supernatural, especially in the cases of repentant criminals.89 In one of her most famous letters Catherine of Siena described the blood of the decapitated Niccolo di Toldo as so fragrant that she could not bear to wash it off, while others attributed incorruptibility to the bodies of great sinners and healing virtues to the body parts of the executed. We can see other remnants of this saintly aura in an anecdote in Benedetti's otherwise quite sober anatomy textbook. "It happened once when a dissection had been completed at the university of Padua," he wrote, "that a certain student kept the bones for his own use. Halfway on his journey to Venice at night, he left his boat to dine and went to an inn with his companions. Along came a most impudent squad of tax collectors looking for contraband merchandise and found the box of bones the student had left behind in the boat. When they asked to whom these belonged and received no reply, the tax collectors carried off the bones and opened the box next morning in the presence of their overseers. When they found the bones, picked clean of flesh and shining white, lying among odorous herbs, they began to worship them with bared heads as though they were the relics of some saints. Then they brought the box to the highest magistrate. In the crowd that assembled before him Francesco Sanudo, a man of high reputation and standing in the legal profession, revealed that the bones were the remains of an anatomical dissection and ordered them to be restored to the student of medicine, who had by this time lodged a complaint about the stolen box. Everyone laughed loudly to see the frustrated greed of the tax collectors. And now," Benedetti concluded, "let us return to the vertebrae of the neck. 
